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History of Object-Orientation in
Programming Languages
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Evolution
• Paleolithic Era:

– Charles Babbage and Ada Lovelace
– Machine Language (raw binary coding)
– Assemblers (mid-1950s)

• Stone Age:
– FORTRAN (mid-1950s) introduced:

• variables
• arrays
• control structures (if, loops, etc.)

– COBOL
• Business-oriented, ‘English-like’
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Evolution
• Iron Age:

– Algol 60 (1960) introduced:
• BEGIN-END blocks
• scoping of variables based on blocks
• first attempt at protection or encapsulation

– PL/I (1960s) had:
• BEGIN-END blocks
• Scoping

– LISP (late-1950s/early-1960s):
• functional programming language
• used a few simple constructs (lists and function application)
• language of choice for AI
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Simula-67 (1966):

– primarily a simulation language
– invented at the University of Oslo, Norway
– extended block concept of Algol and introduced the concept of an object
– conceptually, an object contained both data and the operations that

manipulate its data
– operations were called methods
– Simula also incorporated the notion of a class, and class inheritance
– strongly-typed language
– Simula laid the foundation of object-oriented languages and some of the

object-oriented terminology.
• Alphard (1976) and CLU (1970):

– introduced data abstraction and information hiding.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Ada (1986):

– Commissioned by the DOD
– DOD intended that Ada be the language of choice for the development of

new embedded systems
– supports abstract data typing
– constructs include packages for encapsulation
– supports overloading of functions and operators
– includes generic packages for support of parametric polymorphism
– supports specialization of user-defined types
– does not fully support inheritance (but Ada 95 will)
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Smalltalk (1970s/1980s):

– one of the most influential object-oriented languages
– initially a research project at XEROX Palo Alto Research Center (PARC)
– Smalltalk-80 was the most important and stable version
– invented by Alan Kay, Adele Goldberg, Daniel Ingalls and others
– not just a language; also a programming environment / interactive user

interface, and an extensive class hierarchy
– influenced the design and look and feel of Macintosh, Microsoft

Windows, and many more
– embodied the object-oriented concepts from Simula and earlier

prototypes: classes, inheritance, object identity
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Smalltalk (1970s/1980s) (cont):

– enforces information hiding more rigorously than Simula
– not a typed language; type of a variable not specified at declaration time.
– in Smalltalk, everything is an object
– unconventional syntax, influenced by LISP
– productivity tends to be high because of the interactive interface, and

because of the rich class hierarchy that is used heavily during development
– usually an interpreted language, so can be slow at execution time (later

versions supposedly fix this)
– more details about Smalltalk may be found at: http://www.smalltalk.org/
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Actor (1970s/1980s), Act 1 (1981), ABCL/1 (1987):

– attempted to incorporate parallelism and concurrency into object-
oriented languages

– Actor was available on IBM PCs from the Whitewater Group, who
claimed extremely easy development of Microsoft Windows
applications by its support of object-oriented techniques;  not sure
of its current status.

– Act 1 and ABCL/1 were lesser-known languages.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Objective-C (1987):

– a superset of C incorporating object-oriented features from Smalltalk
– uses a modified version of Smalltalk syntax added to C syntax
– does not extend the definition of any existing C language construct
– thus, it is a hybrid object-oriented language
– supports abstract data types, single inheritance, and operator overloading
– comes with a large collection of predefined classes
– the NEXT computer used Objective-C as its primary development

language; the NextStep O/S used it.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Object Pascal (Apple) (1986)

– Designed by Niklaus Wirth and Apple engineers
– MacApp is a large collection of class definitions for the Apple Macintosh,

developed mostly in Object Pascal
• Microsoft Pascal (Microsoft)

– influenced by Object Pascal
– Seems to have died?

• Turbo Pascal (Borland)
– influenced somewhat by Object Pascal, but more strongly by C++
– Has evolved into Borland’s ‘Delphi’
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• C++ (1986):

– designed by Bjarne Stroustrup at AT&T Bell Labs in the early 1980s
– first implementations were preprocessors for C (actually, compilers that produced

C code); now, several true C++ compilers are available
– almost, but not quite, a pure superset of ANSI C (“As close to C as possible, but no

closer”)
– extends C language to correct some deficiencies, to improve its support for

software engineering and object-oriented functionality. But not simply 'A C with
extras'

– strongly-typed language (more so than C)
– another hybrid object-oriented language
– supports data abstraction, information hiding, classes, multiple inheritance,

overloaded functions and operators, etc.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• C++ (1986) (cont):

– does not come with a large collection of predefined classes (although the
Standard Template Library (STL) is very powerful, but vendors have been
slow to fully support it)

– compiled language, claiming the efficiency of C combined with support
for object-oriented capabilities

– became immensely popular; was the dominant object-oriented language of
the 1990s, until Java came along

– cfront-based preprocessors were available
– true compilers are available for the IBM PC from Borland, Microsoft, and

others.
– compilers also available for a variety of UNIX systems, VMS, etc.
– gnu C++ is also available for a number of platforms.
– ANSI/ISO C++ standard was finalized in 1998.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Trellis/Owl (1986)

– influenced by Smalltalk and CLU
– supported data abstraction, information hiding, subtyping, multiple

inheritance, dynamic binding, parameterized classes, exception handling,
garbage collection

– strongly typed language
– came with an interactive programming environment and a type (class)

library
– could call functions written in other languages, and vice-versa
– could produce standalone applications outside of the programming

environment
– a compiled language
– introduced by Digital Equipment Corporation in 1990, but dropped shortly

thereafter.
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• EIFFEL (1988)

– designed by Bertrand Meyer, and described in his classic book “Object-
Oriented Software Construction”

– a novel language that incorporates data abstraction, encapsulation,
multiple inheritance, etc.

– also adds parametric types, pre- and post-conditions for methods,
assertions, class invariants, and exceptions

– strongly typed language
– may well be the most powerful object-oriented language available to date
– produces C source code
– language definition recently placed in the public domain to encourage its

proliferation across platforms
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Modern Era O-O Languages
• Object-Oriented extensions of LISP (1980s)

– Flavors
– CommonLoops
– Common Objects
– XLISP
– the Common Lisp Object System (CLOS)

• The ANSI Common LISP standard committee is incorporating CLOS
into the Common LISP standard


